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OVERVIEW

It’s no secret that today’s workplace is very different from what it used to be 30 years ago. From 

the introduction of new technology to the rising trend of remote working, the modern office 

has adapted in a number of ways to accommodate for employee’s needs and working styles. 

Office design now plays a major role in enhancing productivity and increasing employee 

wellbeing, as well as attracting and retaining the best talent.

Redesigning your office is an opportunity to build a creative space that fosters growth for your 

business. Whether you’re planning to refresh your current office or you’re moving to a new 

space, a design project requires detailed planning from start to finish. In addition, it involves 

working with designers, architects, and your employees to bring your vision to life.

We know that creating a work environment where employees feel valued and motivated can 

be extremely difficult and often times the tasks gets overlooked in the hustle and bustle of the 

daily work flow. So, we’ve created a guide to enable you to effectively manage an office design 

project and successfully work with your team to create a space that serves a functional purpose 

for you and your company.

In this guide you will discover:
� How office design influences your business

� A step-by-step guide for managing an office design project

� Budget-friendly ways to enhance your space and strengthen your brand image
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If you Google “creative office spaces”, you’ll most likely find images of hammocks rock- 

climbing walls, gondola inspired meeting rooms, and probably Google’s headquarters itself. 

That’s because today’s offices are not just about the work that takes place inside of it, but 

rather the people who occupy the space.

Employees spend a significant amount of time at the office, so over time their environment 

starts to influence their health. In a study comparing workers in different office environments, 

it was found that employees in nosier, darker, and older offices had higher levels of stress 

compared to those in newer, quiet, and sunlit spaces. These high levels of stress are often 

associated with health risks including heart disease, obesity, and migraines. Therefore, the 

solution is to find ways to eliminate these precursors and improve overall wellbeing. To 

accommodate this change, commercial properties have started to include amenities like 

lounge areas, fully stocked kitchens, and in some cases, even gyms.
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Your physical office and its features are also a statement about your company’s values. For 

example, with location, leasing in a transitioning neighborhood indicates that you add to

the economy. Or with design, choosing to use all LED lights shows your commitment to 

being green. In terms of décor, unique touches may show how you support local artists by 

purchasing their furniture and artwork. Every aspect of your office, whether you realize it or 

not, reflects your company’s values.

Your clients also have expectations of what your office should look like. Aside from websites 

and social media, your office is the first place they can experience your company. First 

impressions are everything, so if you’re an established company, maybe you want to have 

leather chairs instead of plastic ones. And if your values encompass playfulness and a sense 

of imagination, then a few arcade games or even bean bag chairs might not be a bad idea.
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Prospective talent will Google your company and therefore, office design plays a huge role 

in the type of talent you attract. Top talent will look for any nuance to help narrow their 

application list, so you need to do what you can to stand out. Your office doesn’t necessarily 

need to have slides instead of stairs and free food every day, but your space should offer 

something unique.

A well-designed office should...
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Remember that redesigning is an opportunity to define your company culture. Communal 

spaces are the perfect way to engage your employees whether it’s through a central kitchen 

where people can gather for lunch, couches where people can brainstorm, or sun-lit 

conference rooms where people can think freely.

Establish a sense of community:

In a competitive market, potential employees and clients will observe your office and judge 

you company’s expertise and culture based on what they see.

Attract and retain talent:

Every employee has different needs, so it’s important to provide different work spaces. 

Some employees need to collaborate, so conference rooms work well while others need to 

work independently, so private offices or quiet spaces are more beneficial to them.

Increase productivity:

Employees who are healthy and happy tend to take fewer sick days. Ensuring your office has 

lots of windows, good lighting, and adjustable temperatures is key. You may also want to 

consider ergonomic furniture including standing desks, treadmill desks, adjustable chairs, 

and comfy furniture.

Support good health:
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A well-designed office is more than just a space; it reflects a company’s culture and provides 

the foundation for future growth and innovation. Before designing a plan, it’s important to 

come up with a few reasons for why a change is necessary. You may consider a noticeable 

decrease in productivity, an upcoming lease expiration, the opening of a new location, or 

perhaps an office consolidation. Once you have created a list, you can then assess your 

needs and goals for a new space.

� Take a tour of other offices in your neighborhood
   What industry are they in and how does this affect their layout?

� Use social media to explore current trends
   Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn, Glassdoor

� Keep track of your findings
   Create a mood board or use a journal to easily share ideas with a designer/architect

Do your reasearch:
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� Create a survey and see what your employees like and don’t like about the office

� Use these findings as the foundation and build around them

Gather feedback from your team

� Just employees

� Visiting customers

� Potential recruits

� Investment analysts

� Members of the press

Identify who will be in the space

� Private offices

� Conference Rooms

� Space for one-on-one meetings

� Open areas for events or company meetings

� Rooms to send/receive calls

� Quiet workspaces

� Large worktables

� Break room/kitchen

� Storage

� Lounge areas

Decide what kind of spaces you need
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Design committees help carry out a project from start to finish. They are a collective group 

of members who are responsible for creating a plan, conducting research, forming a budget, 

negotiating, and executing the goals set forth. While the committee provides valuable 

insight, it is important that the group is transparent with other decision makers, for example 

the CFO, when discussing budget.

� Be diverse and include at least one member from each department who represent

    the voice of employees

� Include leaders with background on the company’s brand, vision, and finances

Your design committee should:
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A design project is a process that requires thoughtful planning. Before you start selecting 

paint colors and ordering furniture, make sure you are clear on your goals, budget, and 

vision for the space.

Every design project varies in length and requirements, so it is important to determine what 

needs to be done. Timelines help you organize everything in a chronological way and they 

can be easily adjusted to accommodate for permits, demolition, and construction. In some 

cases, it can take up to six to eight weeks to order custom cabinets and furniture, so it helps 

to plan backwards. If you’re working with an interior designer, create a timeline with 

benchmarks and check in with them at those points. Otherwise, use these benchmarks for 

yourself to evaluate whether you’re on pace to finish in time or if you need to make 

adjustments to the project timeline.
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An example of a timeline (without construction) is:

Project Reasearch and Planning

Decorate Your Space

Reconfigure Layout and Source Furnishing

1-2 months

1-2 monthsDevelop vision and outline needs

Finalize design and specs

Collect and evaluate bids from contractors (if necessary)

Reframe space (demolition and construction)

Order custom furniture

Order fixtures and decor

Paint and install light fixtures, carpets, and furniture

Set up decor and place furniture

Finalize details and touch up paint

1-4 months

2-3 months

4-6 weeks

4-8 weeks

2 weeks

2-4 weeks

2-3 weeks

1 week

1 week

1-2 months
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Once you have discussed ideas for your new space, it will be easier to create a budget. Start by 

pricing everything out and determine how much it will cost for each option. Include everything; 

even if some things seem too expensive there may be a way to work it into the budget. Once 

you have a general budget, you can analyze each step in the design process, prioritize the most 

important aspects, and figure out what you can eliminate to save on costs. You should set your 

budget before you hire a designer and implementing the project.

Consider how long you will be in the space because his will determine the quality of materials 

you will need. For example, if your lease is short (3-5 years), will you be reselling your materials 

if you move or will you keep them? If your lease is long (10-20 years), will you change the layout 

of your office in between or keep it the same?

� Designer fees

� Furniture

Smaller, more flexible costs

� Construction

� Permits

� Demolition

Larger, less flexible costs

Larger, less flexible costs

� Fixtures

� Décor
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• What elements are essential for the growth of your business?
   o If your office has visitors frequently (newspaper reporters, investors,

      prospective employees), you may want to invest more in furniture for the

      lobby in order to create a good first impression

• What elements contribute to the environment and productivity in the office?
  o If meetings are an everyday occurrence, you may want to splurge on glass windows, a nice

          table, and lighting, but use standard table and chairs for the other private rooms

• What elements would be “nice-to-have” but aren’t necessary?
   o If your employees go out to lunch often, you may want to spend less on a

       central kitchen and save money to use elsewhere in the project

Determining your spending priorities:
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If you have never worked with a designer you may be hesitant to hire one, but it will pay off in 

the long run. As strange as it sounds, interior designers save you money. Hiring a designer is the 

equivalent of getting a professional assessment, so you can spend your money more efficiently 

by determining what can be repurposed and what should be edited. Interior designers also 

have access to many resources, so they save you time from researching products, brands, and

prices. If your project requires construction and/or demolition, interior designers can serve as 

liaisons and build a stronger bridge between you and your contractor. Because designers are 

trained to think differently, they can produce the “wow” factor you are looking for in your office 

and increase the value of your space. The benefit here is two-fold, a faster turnaround time, and 

more money in your pocket. The first step is finding the right designer for your project.

� Ask companies whose space you admire who they worked with

� If floors in your building have been recently renovated, ask your landlord for recommendations

� Ensure the designer has worked on projects similar in size and scope to yours

� Review their portfolio to see if their approach and aesthetic are a good math for your

   company and request references from past jobs

Research and evaluate interior designers

� Review your floor plan and discuss what you expect the designer to contribute

� Get an itemized quote so you understand what the designer is responsible for and how

   much they will charge you for it

� If your budget is limited, work with a designer to identify the parts of the project where

   they can make the greatest impact

Research and evaluate interior designers
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With all your resources at hand, work with your designer and design committee to plan out the 

floor plan and the aesthetic you want to create in the office.

� Update your landlord-provided floorplan to include accurate measurements for all walls,

   doors, and door swings, ceiling heights, and current locations

� Use a bird’s eye view to help determine the most effective use of your space, including what

   activities will occur near one another (consider noise and foot traffic)

Create a layout for your office space

� Create a mood or Pinterest board of spaces that inspire you

� Bring together aspirational and practical visions for your office

� Think about how office decor can reflect your company colors and values

� Start to define your color palette, furniture style, and décor

Decide on an office aesthetic that matches your goals
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Organizing Your Seating Chart
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The space in your office revolves around your people and where they will be. In order to 

determine the best seating arrangement, work with your Human Resources department to 

determine how many desks and chairs you will need, who they plan on hiring in the future, 

and the best layout for each department’s needs.

� Seat teams that collaborate frequently close to each other

� Place teams or individuals who are public-facing close to the entrance or reception area

� Plan for company growth - find out how many additional workstations each team will need

� Make room for remote or temporary team members when they are in the office

� Consider the type of work each team does

� Group teams with similar working styles together to minimize disruption and create a more

    seamless work environment for all

� Teams such as design and engineering may need access to quiet work areas, places to

   spread out, or natural light to do their jobs

� Teams such as sales or growth may need space for phone calls or in-person meetings

Here are factors to consider when creating your seating chart:
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Designing your office can get expensive, however it is an opportunity to build value. Many 

of the costs associated with furniture, lighting, and materials are flexible, so you can get 

creative without breaking the bank. If you are looking to decorate an office on a budget, use 

repetition to your advantage. Not only does it help save money, but repetition also feels 

intentional, whereas random furniture or decorations can come off as cluttered. Think about 

your design and where quality and quantity matter more. For example, it might make sense 

to invest in mid-quality chairs if you need a lot of them and splurge on singular pieces like a 

couch to build character and serve as a statement piece in the room.

Reuse or repurpose current furniture and fixes

� Repaint, refinish, or reupholster items to give them a new look

� If there are specific pieces you love that are out of your price range, use a site like

   AptDeco or Craiglist to find them used
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Purchase furniture that can multitask
� Modular pieces can be moved easily to provide seating for events and all hands meetings

� Add wheels with locking casters to furniture to move more easily and rearrange

� Find furniture with built in storage that can also serve as seating such as storage

   cubes or bench seating

Invest in what is used the most
� Spend more on pieces that are used heavily and in prominent places such as couches

� Cut back on essentials like storage and filing cabinets that are out of sight

Purchase indoor/outdoor furniture if you have outdoor space
� Can be used inside during the off season

� Made to bear the elements and will last longer

Donate unwanted furniture
� Many cities have nonprofit organizations that accept in-kind donations

� Your company can sometimes get a tax write off for your donation and help the environment
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Paint
� Choose paint that can be cleaned and touched up easily

� Buy extra gallons for additional touch ups

� Color block your conference room walls - paint lower half of the wall a darker color to cover

   scuff marks (measure based on chair back height)

Flooring
� Select hard wearing, easy to clean flooring to save your office time and money when cleaning

� Place area rugs under furniture to prevent floor damage

� For easy to move carpeting, use durable FLOR carpet tiles

� Buy extra to easily replace stained sections

Lighting
� Choose LED lights to save on energy as well as reducing the need to change lightbulbs

� Buy extra light bulbs so you have some on hand when one burns out

� Supplement ceiling lights with lamps in your reception area and smaller conference rooms to

   make the space feel more home-like and welcoming

Kitchen
� Add backsplash tiles to more easily control and clean up after spills
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Art and Wall Decoration

Your office space is an integral part of your marketing strategy. The way you decorate your office 

helps deliver your intended message to potential clients and enhances the perception of the 

type of people in your company. A clean and well-maintained office, for example, tells a lot 

about quality, class, and efficiency of the business. Decorating your office reinforces your 

promise to the customer. When prospective clients or employees walk into your office, they want 

to feel like your work environment aligns with your marketing messages and company culture.

Walls can act as a great canvas and add character to the interior of your office. If you are not 

constructing an office from scratch, you may have smudges or marks on the walls from previous 

tenants. Instead of repairing them, one technique to improve walls is through 3D wall panels. 

Panels are easy to install and can be easily customized to suit the style and needs of your office. 

In addition, they offer long term protection for your walls while increasing aesthetics.

Decorating and
Adding Detail

� Visit local open studios or gallery walks to meet local artists

� Visit Saatchiart.com to find local artist in your price range

� Use sites like Framebridge to frame photographs and art prints

� Work with a local artist to create a mural based on your company mission and values

To find affordable art for your office:



Desk Decoration and Organization

Conference Rooms
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A majority of the time is spent at a desk, so it helps to have a clean space while working. Clean 

doesn’t need to be boring, however, so desk accessories - trays, pen holder, folde containers - 

are all beneficial ways of providing a sense of personality, increasing aesthetic, and encouraging 

organization.

� Order desk accessories and trays in a range of on-brand colors (i.e. Poppin)

� Invite your team to choose a color for their desk

� Ask that all personal items kept on employees’ desks fit in the tray

� Ensure every desk has a file cabinet and access to a closet or coat hook to keep

   personal items organized

To keep desks organized:

Conference rooms allow for collaboration. Whether you are holding a small team meeting or 

bringing in external guests, it’s important to have a comfortable conference room that 

encourages productive conversations.



Plants
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� Hang curtains inside of glass conference rooms. They can frame the room, provide privacy,

    and absorb sound that bounces off the glass

� If you are designing conference rooms or private offices with solid walls, add clear glass to the

   top of the wall to let light in but ensure privacy

� Glass doors for conference rooms let light in but can get dirty. Use glass doors with wooden

    frames to help minimize smudging

� For conference rooms without windows, choose lighter paint colors to maximize brightness

To enhance your room design:

According to a study by the University of Technology, Sydney, plants help reduce stress in the 

workplace. The results of the study showed a 58% drop in depression or dejection, a 37% fall in 

reported tension and anxiety, a 44% decrease in anger and hostility, and a 38% reduction in 

fatigue. Plants remove chemicals in the air including benzene and formaldehyde making it

cleaner for humans to breathe, and as a result, employees feel better and take less time off due 

to sick leave.



Settling in
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� Work with a plant design specialist to choose plants that are well suited for your office

� Select hardy varieties such as ZZ, succulent, or Pothos plants

� Set up a plant care schedule to avoid over or under watering

� For plants needing complex care, work with a plant care specialist

To ensure your plants thrive in your office:

Once your redesign is completed:

Once you have moved in, relax and enjoy the space you have created!

A design project is a huge process, so get feedback from your employees and assess how things 

are running. Try to make small improvements every now and then to prevent costly remodels 

every couple of years. Remember that as your company grows, so will your needs, so 

consistently analyze your environment and keep up with the everchanging office trends.

� Walk through the space with the designer and make a checklist of any last additions or touch

   ups you need

� Observe how your colleagues use the space and make small adjustment to ensure the space

    is being utilized most efficiently

� Send out a quarterly operations survey asking your team what is working in the office and what

    else they need to do their best work
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